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This years’ Seaburn rally took place towards the end of what had been one of the wettest Augusts we 
can remember. The Seaburn recreation ground seemed to be in fairly good shape so it was decided 
not to cancel the event. However, a few vehicles did struggle when entering the site and any plans of 
parking buses in any particular order had to abandoned. We had a good turn out of vehicles and the 
star of the show was undoubtedly Sunderland Guy Arab CBR 539, painstakingly restored by the small 
team of NEBPT members who have been responsible for bringing so many vehicles back to life. 
 
The Guy looked so good in its smart green and cream livery, the Roe bodywork giving a spacious 
upmarket feel to interior of the vehicle. The period adverts inviting us to 'Shop at Binns' and to 
'Drinkapintamilkaday' all looked completely appropriate and brought back memories of simple times 
gone by. However, some engine problems on the way to Seaburn gave cause for concern and the 
decision was taken not to use the Guy on the free bus service. The Arab was parked alongside two 
other Sunderland vehicles, Ray Thornton’s Leyland Panther FBR 53D and the newly refurbished, 
NEBPT owned, Atkinson Alpha WBR 248. The Atkinson is now in the 'reversed' type of livery of 
mainly cream with green relief as is the Leyland Panther. The three buses were parked together and 
made a fine sight, no doubt bringing memories flooding back to those who remember the days of 
green and cream Sunderland vehicles. 
 
Still on a green and cream theme was a long distance visitor to the event in the form of Leyland 
Olympian A658 OCX painted in Mexborough & Swinton livery. I don’t think this bus ever carried the 
livery whilst in service as Mexborough & Swinton were taken over in the 1960’s by Yorkshire Traction 
but for me it was a bit of a surprise to see the livery after so many years, because, as a child, I lived 
just around the corner from the Mexborough & Swinton depot in Rawmarsh, Rotherham. Memories of 



green and cream Sunbeam single deck trolleybuses and Leyland Tiger Cubs flooded back but I won’t 
ramble on anymore as this is a rally report! 
 
The free bus service is always popular at Seaburn and City Sightseeing Olympian kicked off the 
service escaping from the boggy site via the bottom gate as did a number of other vehicles who took 
their turn during the day. 
 
Appropriately open top AEC Regal HKL 826 also operated around the route and the sight of it 
travelling along the seafront from Whitburn with its full load of passengers was indeed a sight to 
behold. I got the chance to drive John Shaw’s 1957 Guy Arab UFJ 292 on a couple of turns on the 
service which was routed north to Cleadon, east to Whitburn and then returning south along the 
seafront to Seaburn. Dreadnought Coaches immaculate Bristol Lodekka FLF6B MVX 878C also 
performed in service, this bus having been in use with them for almost a year now. It was new to 
Eastern National and originally used on the 251 route between London and Southend and has a 
Gardner 6LW engine and five speed gearbox. 
 

 
 

Dreadnought Coaches ECW bodied Bristol FLF MVX 878C 
 
Sponsors of the Seaburn event, Howard Snaith Coaches of Otterburn displayed three vehicles. Their 
1931 petrol powered Leyland Lion DV 7890 with Burlingham bodywork always creates interest when 
on display and was a contrast to their 2008 vehicles also displayed. YN08 NKT was one of the new 
vehicles that joined their fleet this year, this being a 53 seat executive Volvo B12M with Plaxton 
Paragon bodywork. Alongside was the latest style Mercedes Benz Plaxton Cheetah YN08 NKZ this 
vehicle also having joined the Snaiths fleet earlier this year.  
 
Other local companies displaying vehicles included Stagecoach with a Volvo B10M coach from the 
training fleet as well a City Sightseeing open topper, Go North East displayed a 'Red Kite' liveried 
Scania together with one of their recent gold coloured Mercedes Citaros. 
 



What must be one of the buses with the highest seating capacity in the north east was on show in the 
form of Dennis Dragon G863 FVX. This vehicle was suffering some problems with its transmission 
when arriving at the rally site and was left to sulk for a while to let things cool down. It then made a 
miraculous recovery and proceeded to take a turn on the free bus service, which left me wondering 
how it would look whilst trundling through the narrow streets of Cleadon and Whitburn! 
 

 
 

Dennis Dragon G 863 FVX – Photo T Boycott 
 
As usual with rally reports, there is insufficient space to mention all of the vehicles that made an 
appearance so all we can do is to thank everyone who made the effort including the classic car 
owners who, as usual, arrived in large numbers to show off their impressively restored vehicles and 
also the owners of the various commercial exhibits that also made the effort to attend.  
 
The 500 Group and Aycliffe & District Bus preservation Group gave their usual support for which we 
are grateful. We are fortunate that so many people are prepared to give up their day to make this rally 
one of the premier transport events in the north east. 
 
Former Hants & Dorset LD6B Bristol Lodekka SRU 981 also put in an appearance. This vehicle which 
is currently kitted out as a hospitality unit was advertised for sale very recently in Bus & Coach 
Preservation Magazine and has just been purchased by Neil Stratton who intends to convert in back 
again to bus configuration. 
 


